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A discreet GPS tracking method is desired to monitor the location of women and children for safety.
Safety hairpin use the Internet to monitor children entering some area.When child are in danger,  they can press the button hidden in hairpin and make alarm sound to 

make people nearby find, meanwhile, child’s parents will find the position where their child are in danger on mobile phone according to the GPS in hairpin.

THE PROBLEM

HARDWARE:

• HAIRPIN: size:15*57MM

• I design 2 hairpins, the first one is 0.3kg, the second is 0.2kg. I need
to use solidworks to test two hairpin.

• test1: there is torgue due to the spring and a distributed force along
the teeth due tipublishing into the hair.

• test 2:there is torque due to the spring and a point forcce at the right
side when you squeeze the tabs to open the clip.

THE SOLUTION

With the development of technology and the reduction of chip cost, the monitoring systems in various commercial and civilian fields has become more and more 
common. The positioning services  can be divided into personnel positioning and item positioning. Typical application scenarios for personnel positioning: 

communicate with the positioning card worn on the child through the monitor installed in each room, channel and key monitoring point, so as to track the child's 
position in real time and accurately, and help the guardian to determine whether there is Children are in danger .This kind of hairpin will have more people willing to

buy in the future

THE FUTURE
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Many thanks are due to Matt King, our safety lecturer for his support and guidance on this project.

THE TESTING

The design of hairpin appearance is inspired by traditional Chinese hairpin. I use the customized crystal, pearl, shell and carnelian to make these hairpins more 
beautiful.  Meanwhile, I test hairpin and  observe the strain after applying 3N and 2N force to the object in slidworks. I connect the GPS which can use mobile phone
monitor the position with hairpin. The GPS in the hairpin are not easy to be found. If child meet terrible things, these hairpin is a good chance for help from parents or 
police. 
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